In situ Synchrotron X-ray Powder Diffraction Study of the Early Hydration of α-tricalcium Phosphate/tricalcium Silicate Composite Bone Cement
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Bioactivity, osteogenicity and mechanical properties of α-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) based phosphates cements can be improved by adding tricalcium silicate (C₃S); however, the addition of C₃S delays the precipitation and growth of calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA). Thus, the aim of this work was the study of in situ setting reaction of α-TCP/C₃S composite bone cement under high energy X-ray generated by a synchrotron source within the first 72h. The results showed that the addition of C₃S induces the precipitation of nanosized CDHA at early times depending on the added content. Calculated crystallite sizes showed that the higher the content of C₃S, the smaller the crystal size at the beginning of the precipitation. These results are different from those obtained by conventional XRD method, suggesting that the proposed technique is a powerful tool in determining the composition and extent of reaction of CPCs surfaces in real time.
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1. Introduction

Calcium phosphates cements (CPCs) are an excellent choice for the repair, augmentation and regeneration of bone tissue due to their good biocompatibility, bioresorbability, osteoconductivity and osteotransductive; in situ handling and shaping abilities; injectability; self-setting ability in vivo, as well as drug carriers⁴⁻⁵.

Among the different formulations of CPCs, stands out for its importance that based on α-tricalcium phosphate powder [α-C₃A₃(PO₄)₂; α-TCP] which sets in situ and forms a calcium deficient hydroxyapatite [Ca₅(HPO₄)(PO₄)₃(OH); CDHA] that is chemically similar to the inorganic phase of bone tissue. Moreover, in order to improve biocompatibility and osteogenicity of α-TCP-based phosphate cements⁵⁻⁶ and also enhance the mechanical properties of the final materials after a period of time, silicon compounds such as dicalcium silicate [Ca₂SiO₄; (C₂S)] and silica can be added to the conventional formulations⁶⁻¹². However, the addition of these compounds delays the apatite formation at early stages in a range of concentrations, producing materials with low mechanical properties.

Dissolution of α-TCP particles, further nuclei and precipitation of entanglement of crystals of CDHA, are the main causes of the increment of mechanical properties of CPCs. Furthermore, setting times give us information related to the initial rates of reaction but not the extent of the cement reaction¹⁰; therefore, the evolution of the hydrolysis at early stages could be followed by in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) such as X-ray energy generated by a synchrotron source, which is a powerful tool in the Material Science and Engineering field had been poorly documented in the study of these kinds of reactions, and never employed in the case of α-TCP-based phosphate cements¹⁴.

Thus, the aim of this work was to characterize the in situ early hydration of the α-TCP/C₃S composite bone cement through high energy X-ray diffraction.

2. Experimental

2.1. Cement preparation

The α-TCP powder was prepared by means of CaHPO₄ (Dyne®, Pharmaceutical Grade) and CaCO₃ (Nuclear, PA) as raw materials in appropriate quantities as described in previous work¹¹. After calcination and milling, the as obtained powder, consisted of 82% α-TCP and 18% β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP), was mixed with synthetized C₃S obtained by sol–gel route, in powder ratios of 0, 5.0 and 10.0 mass%¹⁴. The samples were labeled as TCP, TCP-5A, and TCP-10A according to the content of C₃S added (Table 1). The letter A from Allite, the mineral...
name of C₃S, was used instead of C₃S formula in order to simplify the captions.

The liquid phase consisted of a buffer solution of NaH₂PO₄ and Na₂HPO₄ and the liquid-to-powder ratio (L/P) was dependent on the content of C₃S added; ranging 0.4 to 0.44mL/g. Each powder sample was carefully weighed and mixed with the liquid phase in appropriate L/P, loaded into the synchrotron holder and aged at 36.5 °C with controlled humidity for 24h.

2.2. Phase characterization

The XRD patterns were measured in situ at the XRD2 beam line of the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS), Campinas, São Paulo. Incident X-ray energy was 8KeV and a double crystal monochromator of Si (111) was used to obtain a monochromatic radiation (λ= 1.54182 Å). The beam was vertically focused by an Rh-coated silicon mirror and the size of the beam spot when focused at the sample position was 5mm in the horizontal and 1mm in the vertical.

The data was collected by a Cyberstar X1000 detector (NaI (Ti) scintillator). The diffractograms were continuously recorded up to 48h of hydration with a step size of 0.02° and a time/step ratio of 1s in the 2θ range 30–34°. In order to obtain the in situ measurements, different cement samples were previously prepared in several holder samples and placed under the XRD beam at desired time.

The crystallite size (τ) in the perpendicular direction to more intense reflections of α-TCP and CDHA (Table 2) was determined by the Debye-Scherrer equation (Equation 1).

\[ \tau = \frac{K\lambda}{\beta\cos\theta} \]

Morphological differences within 24h were characterized by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL microscope (JSM-6060) on gold-coated samples.

3. Results and Discussion

Figures 1-3 show the XRD patterns of in situ observation of the phase evolution of calcium phosphate cements in the first 72h of hydration. For traditional TCP cements (Figure 1), peaks of α-TCP (JCPDS 29-0359) were mainly observed during different times and only around 72h of hydrolysis the incipient formation of amorphous CDHA (JCPDS 46-0905) was detected. In addition, the characteristic peaks of β-TCP (JCPDS 09-0169), which are not involved in the hydration process, were also found.

After the addition of C₃S (Figure 2), the diffraction peaks of CHDA appeared at lower times of hydrolysis (24h) and seemed to be more crystalline than those formed by TCP specimens. Gradual sharpness of the peaks, indicating the growth and increase of crystallite size, were observed. Unreacted peaks of α-TCP and β-TCP were also noted. Larger concentrations of C₃S (Figure 3) produced a delay in the formation of CDHA when compared with minor
additions; however, the formation of the apatite takes place earlier than in case of TCP samples (40h of hydrolysis).

For TCP-5A and TCP-10A a shift to higher angles for the 2 1 1 lattice planes was observed after 72h indicating the possibility of the incorporation of some silicon ions into the CDHA structure maybe by the formation of Ca_{10}(PO_4)_{6-x}(SiO_4)_x OH_{1-x}.^{19}

For all samples, preferred orientation for some lattice planes for α-TCP was found i.e. TCP-10 (40h) hkl 113, TCPA-10A (48h) hkl 530. Since an ideal polycrystalline sample consists of crystals or crystal fragments completely oriented at random, and in real samples of euhedral crystals the preferred orientation of particles is always present; the measured intensities could vary even when the phase content remains the same.

The results of the calculation of the mean crystallite size are shown in Table 3. As it should be expected, α-TCP crystals are decreasing their size when dissolved, while hydroxyapatite crystals grow as the precipitation occurs over time. Notice that in the case of TCP-5A sample it is possible to detect small crystals after 24 hours of hydrolysis and the crystals precipitated during setting of TCP/C_3S are smaller than those obtained by the traditional cement. In addition, the increase in the amount of silicate added is inversely proportional to the size of precipitated crystals.

The addition of C_3S to α-TCP-based cements produces a delay in the dissolution of α-TCP grains and precipitation of CDHA due to: i) the formation of Ca(OH)_2 which results in alkaline conditions during CaSiO_2 hydrolysis; and ii) the formation of a dense calcium silicate hydrate gel (C-S-H).
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Table 3. Crystallite size (τ) of α-TCP and CDHA particles during hydrolysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystallite Size (nm)</th>
<th>α-TCP 24h</th>
<th>α-TCP 40h</th>
<th>α-TCP 48h</th>
<th>α-TCP 72h</th>
<th>CDHA 24h</th>
<th>CDHA 40h</th>
<th>CDHA 48h</th>
<th>CDHA 72h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>235.21</td>
<td>106.24</td>
<td>50.28</td>
<td>28.34</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>64.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-5A</td>
<td>117.72</td>
<td>71.07</td>
<td>58.56</td>
<td>31.63</td>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>58.59</td>
<td>71.07</td>
<td>90.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-10A</td>
<td>166.35</td>
<td>105.73</td>
<td>56.66</td>
<td>28.64</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>17.58</td>
<td>19.09</td>
<td>38.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of surface (a) and fracture surface (bulk) (b) at 24h of α-TCP, TCP-5A, and TCP-10A.
on the surface of α-TCP particles (Figure 4); the presence of silicon ions on the new formulations promotes apatite nucleation at early hydration as demonstrated by other authors\textsuperscript{20,21}.

Even when setting times were higher than expected and the mechanical properties of the composites were not improved in the first 24h as revealed in earlier studies\textsuperscript{11}, the presence of C\textsubscript{3}S induces early precipitation of CDHA at nanoscale thus it improves the biocompatibility of the formulations. By calculating the crystallite sizes it is possible to justify that a significant improvement in the mechanical properties at early stages is not possible since the crystal growth is the responsible for the adherence and interlocking of the crystalline grains, which results in hardening and mechanical resistance.

The results of the microstructural analyses within 24h of hydrolysis are displayed in Figure 4. For α-TCP-based cement, a fine layer of CDHA crystals was observed on the surface of α-TCP grains, while the fracture surface showed typical petal-like plates of CDHA and the presence of some hollows-shells\textsuperscript{22}. After adding C\textsubscript{3}S, it was observed the formation of a gelatinous coating of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) on the surface of the α-TCP grains which did not react in the early stages of hydration. Neither petal-like plates nor needle-like crystals of hydroxyapatite, distinctive of Ca(OH\textsubscript{2}) which grows into a void where space restrictions are minimal- appeared on the surface allowing development of euhedral forms, while a fibrillar and amorphous type I C-S-H morphology was observed at the fracture surface.

The differences found between DRX and SEM can be attributed to the inhomogeneity of the samples that could produce variable results depending to the studied area, and to the inherent limitations of the X-ray technique that does not permit the detection of the C-S-H gel at early stages of reaction.

Usually, traditional XRD does not allows a real time determination of the phases but enables us to determine the phases present in the sample without differentiating between the surface and the bulk. When comparing the obtained results with those acquired from traditional XRD some differences become apparent\textsuperscript{11}. While former results show that the transformation α-TCP/CDHA does not takes place in the first 24h for the studied formulations and the SEM results were inconclusive, the \textit{in situ} study of the surface of materials by high-energy XRD shows that the addition of C\textsubscript{3}S induces early precipitation of nano crystals of hydroxyapatite at this setting time.

The cellular response to an implant or a biomaterial is associated with its morphologic, chemical, and electrical surface characteristics\textsuperscript{23}. Since the hydrolysis of both, the α-TCP and the C\textsubscript{3}S, is highly dependent on diffusion of the liquid through the material, a higher degree of transformation of the bulk related to the surface is often observed.

4. Conclusions

The \textit{in situ} hydrolysis of α-TCP/C\textsubscript{3}S bone cement at early stages was studied under high energy X-ray diffraction using a synchrotron source. The presence of C\textsubcript{3}S induces apatite precipitation at nanoscale within the first 24h as indicated by the calculation of crystallite size. The \textit{in situ} study using this technique allows us to arrive at more accurate results than those obtained through the conventional XRD method in relation to the role of silicon in the dissolution and hydrolysis of α-TCP-based cements.
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